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YOUR PROGRESSIVE III 0 ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murtax, Kentticky, Tuesday Afternoon, March 16, 1948
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Vol. NIX; No. 232

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

Nearly Half Million
Workers Involved In
„c
Nationwide Striktg°;6

Over One Thousand HOUSE READY TO Murray Woman's Club
PASS RENT BILL Ends Project For
Year
Attend Annual Meet WITHLOCALOPTION
Of Calloway Co-op

)ra
10

KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy,
mild and windy ve th showers
and thunderstorais central
and east portions. Clearing
and cooler extreme westaaortiun today. Colder tonight"?'
•

Murray Woman's Club with Miss ybar's business will cud. InstallaMayrelle Johnson, president, has tion of new officers will be held.
• WASHINGTON. March 16 (UP)
elected at the meeting
-Despite Democratic criticism, the practically fulfilled its three-point
House wa reaily today to pass a program for the year, according to March 12 and who will be installed
reports in the business meeting in at the May meeting are:
rent bill that
Mrs.
would give local
boards the final word on home- the Club House March 12 at 3:00 George Overbey, president; Miss
o'clock.
4--Reports
from
chairmen
all
Mayrelle
Johnson, vice. president;
town controls.
•-•
Mrs. Garnett Jones, second vice
Minority Whiiofehn 'W. McCor- and committees were given.
Miss
Johnson
stated
that the club president (reelected); Mrs. H.• C.
mack of Massachusetts and other
Democrats denounced the measure objectives for the year had in- Corn. 'recording secretary e reelectas a "complete abdication by con- cluded three items - Better Citi- ed); Airs. H. I. Sledd. corresponding
loess," and an end to effective rent zenship; Better Living Conditions, secretary; Mrs. R. H. Robbins, treascontrols. But they -mcknosideriged and Promotion of Youth -Recrea- urer to succeed WI.4ames Rudy
they do not have thevotes to block tion..
Allbritten.
Approximately
1.000
members
it.
In regard to item one, and in coand patrons attended the annual
Without much hope of success. operation with the Kentucky FedFRANKFORT. Ky.. March 16
A
meeting of the Calloway County 1UPI-Gov.
Monroney, p., erataan of Women's Clubs, the local
Earle C. Clements to- Rep. A. S. Mike
Soil
Improvement
Asiociation day called upon all citizens to Okla., planned to offer an amend- club worked toward a new constiment - to give the federal hooting tution for Kentucky and had Senaobserve April 2 as ."Arbor Day"
here Friday.
By United Press
Preaent Truman appointed a factSTI LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKexpediter veto power over local tor lionry Ward. Paducah, to
speak YARDS, March 16 tUP)-(USD
finding board to investigate the neThe meeting was called to order and urged its appropriate observe- rent boards
A(
as
Nationwide
he
has
walkouts
under
in
soft
the
the
fat
tha
question.'
program
A
on -Livestock:
gotiations.
at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon by once "not only by planting trees, present law
Monroe Jones. 92, died of com- coal
which expires March UnESCo was held. An open meetand
meat industries today
W. B. Edmonds. chairman of the but by the study of forest prob- 31.
Market plications at 11:00 o'clock Monday idled
Hogs 6.000, salable
The packing Molise strike is the
more
than
350,000
workers
ing that presented the problem of fairly
board of directors. He presided lerria of the Canimonwealth."
fotrren
etoun at his home on 506 Pine in the biggest
active;
uneven; heavier s
House . Democratic leaders are education
strike tie-up since first big walkout to support dein Germany was given, weights mostly 25c up; spots 50c
over the all-day sessioris..
''Kentucky has been blessed with Counting
mands for a third-round wage is.
on senate help to knock and internationa
'Taff Marca.
l problems con- higher. SOWS steady to 25c higher.
crease since the war. In the pendGroup singing was led by W. R. extensive and -valuable foresta out .the so-called home rule proSurvivors iiclude three daughters.
Another
5,000
cerning
workers
citizenship,
our
were
on
with
Dr.
which
Bulk
good
have
and cohice 180 to 240 lb. Mrs. Jennie ,Ross of Calloway
for generations con- vision once 'the
ing rail walkout workers seek their
Perry and the Godd Will Quartet
bill goes to conferstrike in the newspaper and other
second postwar raise. The coal
furnished music throughout the aributed to the welfare of the com- ence. The senate version gives the Henry Hill, Nashville, Tenn., as 237S to 24.25; extreme top 24.30; County, Mrs. Eva May McDaniel of
industries.
The
number
speaker,
workof
was
opened
to
the
public.
monwealth and its citizens and as- housing
240 to 270 lbs 22.25 to 24; 270 to Murray. Mrs. Elsie Duncan of Destrike was in support of union
day.
expediter
authority - to
ers idled in strikes was the largest charges
Under Better Living Conditions, 300 lbs 21.50 to 22.50; 300 to 350
that mine operators "disDuring the forenoon session W. sisted in the defense of our nation," overrule the local board.
troit; four sons, T. Rafe Jones, Hol- since John
L.
Lewis'
United
Mine
the
club
last
month donated $100.00 Itis 20 to 21.75; 160 to 170 lbs 23 50
honored" the 1947 contract by reR. Perry, manager of the co-op au Governor said,
man Jones,
Lowell Jones. all of Workers struck
Under the house bill, controls
the
soft
coal
to
pits
bc,divided between the drives of to 24; 130 to 150 lbs 20.50 to
"These forests are being rapidly would be
fusing demands for old -age pengave a report of 1947 operations
23.53; Murray. and Alvin Jon
of De- a year ago.
extended one year but
sions.
and outlined plans for 1948. He destroyed by fire. unwise timber local boards could decide to make Red Cross, Crippled Children. In- 100 to 120 lbs 16 to 1950;.
sows troit: 19 grandchildren, and 11
coal
The
and
meat
strikes were
fantile paralysis. and Cancer. Mrs. 450 lbs down 19 to 19.50; over 450 great-grandc
said that the co-op had done a total cutting, grazing animals, insects o-xceptions in
hildren.
their
particular
The steel industry, one of the
the
first
industry-wide walkouts
Garnett Jones, club member, was lb* 18.25 to 19: stags 14 to 16.business of $269.465.22 in 1947 with and diseases.
areas. 'the boards 'would be emJones was a member of the of 1948.
main consumers of coal. said it
"They are controllable and reappointed chairman of Calloway's
Cattle
1.800.
all
net savings to patrons totalling
salable; calves Friendship Church of Christ. Funpowered to raise ceilings in some
The meat strike, involving more had enough reserve to keep blast
drive in the Cancer Control cam- 700. all salable; modest supply of eral services
newable resource which can con- cases and
$17.903.08.
to discard them altogethwill be held in the than 100,000 members
of the CIO furnaces going full time for antinue
paign.
'forever
The
to
club
cooperated
serve
cattle
our
with
people
finding active inquiry and Palestine Methodist Church WedPerry said that with the • compleer in others.
United Packing House Wqrkers, other ten days. And the Depart.well.
given
the
County
.ideauate
Health
Department prices 'unevenly in most instances nesday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock
absolute protion of the new building the store
While the house got ready to
spread across the nation at mid- ment of Agriculture said it would
woOld be able to carry a larger tection and wise management."
vote on rent control, the senate last year in the diatribution of sharply higher. Steers and heifers under the direction of Brother L. H. night. cutting
meat production in be two weeks to a month before
supply of merchandise this year.
discussed President Truman's labor-Tuberculosis Seals at Christmas fully 50c higher than Monday. Pogue_ Burial will be in the Pales- half.
housewives feel a meat shortage.
Cows 50c to SI higher. One load tine cemetery.
Time.
He told the members that the•plendepartment
reorganization
plan.
Illinois had the greatest number
It disrupted operations at about
In the Youth Recreation program, top good and Ipw choice steers
tiful items this year would include
These were the other developments:
Friends may call at the home. 130 packing plants
and slaughter of strikers with 25,000 packingseeds, phosphate, and light hardFOREIGN AID-The President is a committee headed by Mrs. A. B. 28.50; numerous loads and lots 506 Pine Street, until the funeral houses in
the major production house workers and 20.000 miners
ware. while steel implements, wire
expected to ask congress to move Austin, was appointed to cooperate medium to good steers 24.2.5 to 27.- hour.
idle. In West Virginia 37.200 miners
centers.
and other articles would continue
faster on the European recovery. with other organizations of the 50; common .to low medium Steers
The Max Churchill funeral home
In the coal strike. about 247,000 left the pits and Kentucky's idle
to be scarce.
23.50;
good
and
town
choice
work
to
heifers
toward
making
and
program when he addresses a joint
is in charge of arrangements..
soft coal minena in )1 states walked miners totaled 31.000.
Frank. Salters
elorrea recreation for att chili' mixed yearlings 25 to fia-75aeormnow
-Mite. - thirtotrt manigen-Ion tomorrow. The $3,260,000,In
the Triiited- _ -Packinghouse
off the lob. Industry spokesmen
and
ager - of the Southern States Comedium
19
to
24.50: common
000 bill has passed the senate but dren of the community. The club
expected a complete shutdown in- Workers Alitrict 4 headquarters in
operative, explained the relation of
and
medium
beef caws 18 50 to 21;
voted to sponsor Girl Scouts in
volving all 400,000 of the nation's Kansas City, union officials said
WASHINGTON, March 18 tUP) is awL'iting action in the house.
Southern Slates to the !tient.LOYALTY-The house Unamer- Murray. and donated $15000 10'me odd head good cows above: canners
13.600 workers in the district were
Tobacco
soft coal miners by nightfall.
growers
had
definite
cooperative. He said that in realGirl Scout Council to used ih pro- arid cutters 15 to 18; bulls scarce,
The two Major strikes opened on strike. District 6, covering New
word toalay that the 11/411,Jaarket, ican Activities committee will meet
CHICAGO,
March
16
(UP)-Praity the Southern States acts as a
full* steady; vealers $t tugher;
under the shadow of a possible tie- York. New Jersey and New Enging quota will not be increased. soon to deelde What to do -about viding leadership - training. Phe
good and choice 26 to 32; common dtcei:
wholesale agency.
up
of the country's railroads three land had about 10.000 meat workers
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton President Truman's "lid" on loyal- club made availabtratil the high
POULTRY:
13
trucks,
hen market
and medium 16 to 25.
Miss Rachel Rowland. home
out.
P. Anderson announced yesterday ty information. The President in- school students at a nominal rate,
weak; chicken market firm. Hens and one-half weeks from now.
Sheep
demonstration agent, pointed out
700.
all
salable:
fat
lambs
structed
the
use
all
of
the
executive
club
house.
agencies to
Three
that *ere will be no change in the
operating
brotherhoods,
33; leghorn hens 22; young tom
that a cooperative is also a woman's
50c
PITTSBURGH. March 16 rUP)higher;
making
50
to
75c
refuse
adThe
any
finance
congressiona
committee headed by l subpena
representing
1948 quota of 995,000.000 pounds
125,000
engineers, The nation's coal industry headed
turkeys 50; old roosters 18.
-organization and that there were
for its loyalty files.
Mrs. A. F. Doran, is sponsoring the vance in two days. Top 23.25. Takfiremen
announced last November.
and
switchmen,
filed
strike toward a complete shutdown today
CHEESE: Twins 39 1-2 to 40; sinmany ways in which women could
OLEO - Chairman Clifford R. publication of cook books for the ing liberal share of day's small
notices Jan. 27, but the walkout
That quota reduces by about 28
Irenefit from a membership
With more than 309.000 United Mine
run: other good and choice wooled gle daoaes 41 to 41 1-2; Swiss 65
was
per cent the :Muted acreage for Hope. R., Kans., predicted his club. The book will contain fav/elayed
two
months when Workers joining
During a huffiness seStitin in the
the two-day penhouse agriculture committee will orite recipes of the members and lambs 22.75 to 23; few medium to to 68.
tbe average farmer this year.
BUTTER: 516.106 lbs; market
afternoon B. W Edmonds. H. G.
sion strike.
gbod 21 to 22; slaughter ewes unThe Secretary of . Agriculture sidestep the butter vs. oleomar- will be sold to the public. Cornfirm 93 score
With about 7 per cent of the 400.fiinglc onsLE._L. Kuykendo11-_weregarine battle. He-expects- the COM: 4Mittees will be appointed soon to changed at $1 down.
89 score 75. Carlots
score 75;
90 score
' re-elected as members of the board tratte-hiS "no chorine" pionounce- mittee to table
000 members idle. d. illy production
78: 82
76;
legislation
compiling
tart
to
the
recontents
of
the
ment after meeting with representGULLS GET SMART
89 score 74.
rf directors.
already has dropped .more than
k.
atives of the tobacco growers who peal or reduce federal taxes on
WATCH HILL. R. I. UP -Smart
EGGS: (White and brown mix1,545.000 tons. Operations were
oleo. That maneuver would not
closing
The
meeting of the year sea gulls are getting their food the ed) 30.504
sought an increase in the quota.
cases; market steady.
practically at a standstill in AlaMr. and Mrs. Loyal Farmer have
actually kill the legislation, but it
r
the present officers will be , easy way. As fishing boats
Under normal growing conditnear Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 45 to
bama. Ohio and Kentucky.
recently returned from Vero Beach
ions. Anderson said, the announced probably would prevent its corn- eld May 7. at 6:30 p.m. with a din- port, the gulls sweep down on deck 46; extras 60 to 70 per cent
A 44
There was little. doubt that the
and Bradenton. Fla., where they
er. At this time Miss Johnson leads of fish, snap up one and :ly
quota will provide enough tobacco ing up at this session of congress.
to 45: standards 42 to 43; current
shutdown would soon be nationspent the past few months.
ill make her final report arta the ' away.
FARM PROGRAM-A new proto fill both .domestic and forei n
receipts 39 1-2; checks 38
wide.
The walkouts were the
posal for determining when the
needs this year.
Residents of Murray are being minners response to UMW PresiMrs. Alvin Et Trigg is visiting her
Procfnction from the 1947 crop government should step in to supcontacted now in regard to DDT dent John L. Lewis' notice that
mother. Mrs. James Richmond. Mr.
is estimated at 1.320000 pounds, port sagging farm prices was under
spraying of their homes. The work meriatiers should "discuss'"ways
Trigg recently finished law school
and the department said large crops study in congress. The proposal
is being done by the U. S. Public and means of forcing operators to
at the University of Virginia in during
the last two years have was part of a long-range plan preHealth Service through the coon- incorporate a SMOG-month -pension
Charhattsvitte.
pared by a seven-member senate
built supplies to a high level.
eration of the County Health De- for aged miners into the industry's
agriculture subcommittee headed
partment.
welfare fund provisions.
by Sen. George D. Aiken, R., Vt. IL
County residents have already
calls for • new slitting scale for
KENTUCKY-All of the state's
been contacted. Spraying in the
support prices at from 60 to 90 per
country will begin the latter part 54.000 miners refused to work and
cent of parity.
of March if the weather permits. daily production loss may total as
Editor's Note:
TAXES - Senate Democratic
Spraying in the city will begin high as 334,000 tons daily.
In 1934 Mt. and Mrs. Glen A.
leaders called their members into
about June 1.
a closed session to try for unani- King, Sr.. of McKenzie. TennesThe fee charged is $300 per
CHICAGO. March 16 iTJP)-American'housewives will
face higher mous support of
see,
made
a
trip
to
Palestine.
a substitute tax
house or apartment with $1.00 adprices and .a sharp cut in supplies if the nationwide meat
shortage con- bill. The measure would trim the
Mr. King, who is a gifted writer
ditional for each outbuildiig.
tinues any length of time, experts predicted today.
$4.700.000000 cut proposed by sen- sitwell as an efficient executive,
•People who aregia contacted in
Wholesale meat prices jumped as much as $2.00 in New York
ate
Republicans to a flat $4,000,- wrote a "traverogue" of the tour
and
the tinitial survey, said Dr. J. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chapman..
Chicago yesterday and they were expected to be forced
which was printed in booklet form
Outland, will be given an oppor- Murray route 2,
even higher by 000,000.
are the parents of
a prolonged strike.
tunity to sign up just before spray- a daughter, Carolyn
for limited distribution among
Jane. born
U. S. Department of Agriculture officials reported that a
ing
begins.
friends and employees of the UMarch
10.
two-weeks'
She
weighed five
supply of meat is "in channels': and that
The
County
Health IDeparment
Tote-'Em chain of grocery stores
uricis and 15_ounces. Mrs. Chaar.
ii. would be two weeks to.
urges that as
any people as pos- man was Miss Minnie Ola Bucmonth before- a shortage would bC/elt by the U. S. housewife.
in Tennessee and Kentucky.
sible
take
advantage of this service hanan before her marriage.
Agriculture department heads urged housewives to buy poultry,
Mr. King is a brother aof Lowell
eggs
to help in the battle of insect conMr. and Mrs. Walter Williams. a
King. (ewner of the local U-Toteand other meat substitutes to prevent spiraling prices. They
foresaw distrol
boy. born this morning.
Ern. store.
astrous rettilisn a run on butcher shops and meat dealers
developed.
I
In November and December,
1947, this couple went abroad The S S. Corsair which took the Kings on their South American
Cruise.
again, this time to South America
By Mayor George Hart, Designating Tuesday, April 6,
-••••••••••-•••••
Dr. Ralph Woods. president of and the West Indies, and Mr.
PARIS, March 16 (UPI-Britain and France are hard at work behind
King has blossomed out again as
Murray(
State
College.
1948, Anr-Airmy Day
announced
'the scepes of the Paris conference trying to draw Scandinavia
-into a this morning that he has been asked a writer.
military allianee against communism, diplomatic sourceS said today..
WHEREAS. the million or more men and
i. saw Army'are
In come to Washington D. C,.to
He has prepared the manusinstruments of the nation's will for security and peace. and ,
Morning sessions of the European Recovery Plan conference
of IS confer with members of the State cript for a booklet covering their
WHEREAS, free men who, throughout seventeen decades of
nations were put' off until this afternoon. British Foreign Secretary Depart ment.
.
our hiscruise, and we consider the text
tory, have served the United States that we might stand strong
Ernest BeVin suggested the delay so delegation heads could hold private
Dr Woods plans to make liar of
and safe
such general interest that we
trip
by air, leaving Murray either
among th6 nations of the world, and
talks.
secured his permission to publish
WHEREAS: in the latest conflict our soldiers, on the ground and
"Talks which take place on the fringe of the conferenee may turn Wednesday or Thursday.
it
in
this
in
newspaper.
The nature of the conference
the air, serving shoulder to shoulder with their comrades in the Navy
out to be of considerable greater significance than official conference
It
will
appear
in
six
in.stallwith State Department officials
and of the Allied Forces, carried on and enriched the traditions estabwork.- said a highly placed French source.
ments. the first of which appears
was not revealed
lished by their fathers and forefathers. Serving with distinction on
"However, it may be some months before their results and signifiherewith, and will be published
-every battlefield, they accomplished every task and passed on
cance are actually apparent."
on consecutive days. if space perto the
soldiers of today the mission given to them by the American people mits.
If
a chapter 'fails
a
a secure country, and
to
appear
In
an
issue
WHEREAS, the President of-the United States has designated the
watch for the next one. and enday of April 6. I948. as "ARMY DAY," .
joy the vacation cruise with Mr.
STOCKHOLM. March 10 (UP)-The Swedish general staff fears a
NOW. THEREFORE, I. George Hart. Mayor of the City of Murray,
and Mrs. King.
blitzkrieg attack by Russia and has asked the government for large Mildo hereby proclaim Tuesday April 6. 1948. as "ARMY DAY in accord-'
Rut flrst a. brief biography of
itary appropriations to spend a four-point defense program, it was disance with a proclamannti issued by Harry S. Truman. President of the
the 'Writer, will be interesting to
closed Today.
MRS KING
MR. KING
some of our readers who may riot
United States. and I urge upon the people of Murray to make use of this
The...request for more defense appropriations was made yesterday by
be. personally acquainted with &blitz beer has made Milwaukee. which is located here.
day which is so set aside to pay tribute to those gallant men ancrwomen
Chief of Staff Gen. Helge Jung and approved by the Swedish military
The first U-Tote-'Em store was
him. or his charming wife and
R. H. Freeman, a step-son of who as members of our Armed Forces gave so nine to insure the constaff of defense.
companion.
By
established
McKenzie
Helge said Sweden was unprepared for a lightning attack and urged:
in
In Mr. Everett, is purchasing mana- tinued happiness of our nation and successfully deferilled our homes and
NAT RYAN HUGHES
Olen A. King is a native of February. 1921 by Mr. King and ger for the organization': Jerry traditions from our ,enemies whose ruthless schemes and
1. More fortifications.
diabolical deMissouri, but he claims Tennes- B. T. Everett. and this partner- King, son of Mr. and Mrs. King, signs would, if carried out, have destroyed the
2. Swifter construction of Military airfields.
potential good of mansee as his home a.s he has spent ship has grown into one of the is office manager at McKenzie, kind for at least five hundred years
3. Complementary military training for certain age groups of con- RED CROSS Report
to come.
adult
life In
Previous report _
McKenzie, largest chain store organizations and another son, Chandler, is
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and caused $2,151 14 his
ecriptit
Today's collection
244.19 headquarters for the GrTote-'Em In the south, now operating 38 manager of U-Tote-'Em's largest the Great Sea) of the City of Murray to be affixed this sixteenth
4. Improveinent of civilian defense and creation of stockpiles of
day of
chain of grocery stores *hich has stores and super-markets in Ten- super-market at Paris.
B. T. Ev- March in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and fortyscarce military supplies.
To date
$2,395.33 made McKenzie as famous as nessee and Kentucky, one of
eight.
(Continued on Page Two)
GEORGE HART, Mayor.

All-day Session
Features Speech
By Dist. Manager

CITIZENS URGED
0 OBSERVE ARBOR
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54,000
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e use 10 woric ioaay

LIVESTOCK

JAT HOME HERE

5.000.

Min.)
25-6:10-
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ANDERSON SAYS
NO INCREASE IN
TOBACCO QUOTA

e

PRODUCE

SURVEY BEING
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DDT SPRAYING

t

OUR VACATION

To The West Indies And South America

LATE BULLETINS

(By Glen A. King)

Meat Prices Jump

Births

DR. WOODS TO
CONFER IN
WASHINGTON

Scandinavian Alliance Sought

PROCLAMATION
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Our Vaeatiott

X-Ray Trailer Schedule

el which to pack. Fortunately, for zloors down the hall from us. conversation, the lady reporter
veneti
'.e- ! Me. we only Ilan time to shop Then by • coinidence. this Siallaents
to know where our son is,
PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
lit
•
holes
, two days. one for Christmas and Kale. R. K. Lengino and Herb ae she understands we have our
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, end 'The
(Continued from Page 1)
Mg. '
eemes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West tentuckian January 17. 1942 IONE for the trip. If more Utile Altheimer. nil fellow passengers son with us, and after telling her
March 15, 16, 17. 18—Murray twest of the court square)
tamed
- . • &efts jeers supervisor.
,p.m.
d.
' !had been available for Kat to to be on the Corsair. also went to no, - met we two, she replied,
to len° am, and from 1:00 to 3:00
X-rays will be made from 9:00
W. PERCY-WILLIAMS,. PUBLISHER
dresse
Mr. and Mrs- King have whI
WW finish shopping for the trip, I the I:levelly Club. and just hap- 'Your son, Samuel was reported
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
eac.h. _ay except Saturday.
the II
other son. Glen A. King. Jr..
O, would have had to buy two pened to be assigned a table to be traveling with you. I told
The unit still close at neon on Saturday.
a NI;
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St.. Mureay. Ine• is a student at •Vanderbilt Uni!trunks instead of one. But. with near the dining room entrance, her she was iust confused as we
Everyone over 15 years of age is eligible for x-rsys. and the Health
()Verse
eersTey at Nashville, and Mr. and shopping doese, we starteci to pack -where Mr. and Min, Bertaniere had met
Entered at the Pen Office. elurra:
entucky. for transmission as
a passenger by the name Department urges that tyro resident of the -county take advantage of
match
Second Class Matter
Mrs. Es•erett hale a. daughter In; and ship the trunk only three ;Were to meet Mr. and Mrs. God- of Samuel
be x-rayed by special request of the
J. King. but as a man this opportunity. Children
traceii
Mrs. days before eatling time, and in chaux. Kathleen and
two.
_sons.
to
their
addition
SleBSCRIPTION7 RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week I5c, per
myself and of probably my senior,. I could Lustily pheeician.
.
floor
eV
lives,
Hines*,
eh()
at' Mc- tt went all-our major chengag of L as we entered -Mr. Bertoniere hardly__ go ai•ound calling him
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3-50. Pike- Sarah
The x-rays will b'e" made free of charge and reports will be confieveryt
where $5.50. .
clothes: we were happy to get gees ted . me withl his usual c heer- sonny. This somewhat, embarrass define]. It will take only one minute to make the x-ray and it is not
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venetian blinds over the port
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yond, free from this earthly delightfully calm and as we go
holes and heavy rug floor covernauseation, the likes of which he to bed at 11 P.M., the ship is
ing. The bedroom section conpreviously never knew. Relief, steaming along so quietly that we
tained full size twin beds with
from such ailment, however, cannot tell we are moving, even
dresser to match in between; in
never results in a Heavenly flight. though we are moving at near
the living room section, We have
The reason, so say those in the 20 miles per hour.
•a, till!,size, lilting room suite of
Now it is Sunday night, Nomidst of such experience.. is that
oVersdiffed chairs and divan to
one is just too sick to pass on. vember 30th, three days out of
match, supplemented with an atOrleans, during
which
Nevertheless, the doctor still on New
tractive coffee table, end tables,
his uncertain sea legs met us at Kathleen's cold- has shown refloor and table lamps, in fact,
his office. Normally, that cheer- markable improvement, her voice
everything to make a living room
.. broad Arkansas smile he pos- has returned, and the silence
complete. The two seAions were
sesses and bestows so freely half broken; what started out to be
separated by the air conditioning
cures the patients before he be- perfect quiet hes returned to the
cabinets attout 36" high. The
gins to pre-scribe, but in this in- normal continuous barrage of
bathroom, facing a short hallHowever,
unexpected
stant those smiling muscles re- chatter.
way, opposite a large clothes and
fused to function and the at- complications have,set in, in that
storage closet in which is contempted
forced
smiles,
just when she was a little girl, she
tamed a chest of drawers. All furI wouldn't stay put, as he greeted had the small pox. so she thought
niture and fixtures of all state-1
us with the words, "I am so sea and was very positive in telling
rooms are of the most modern'
sick" which was vividly evident. me so. Nevertheless, just as a
design, which together with soft
and even though not expressed in safety measure, we both took the
color scheme completes a perfect
words, he probably was thinking vaccinations, which I had never
setting of pleasing beauty and an
. . . "lady, you are sick and I had, and she just knew that
airangement for comfort, concan help you quick, but-for what would be nursing a pet arm the
venience and relaxation, a perI got there is not any help" . . . entire trip, 'but, lo and behold,
fect home on the sea.
as he fished out a few sulfa pills that pet arm that was supposed
The dining room, reading room to break
up the the congestion in to be mine has popped out on that
and tap room are all air .condi- her chest.
(and this did prove Gal O'Mine. In addition to the
tioned. The lounge, with natures
most effective), and after he had serious cold, losing her voice.
own air conditioning, opens from finished
prescribing
for Mrs. almost pneumonia, here she comes
e •
both sides out on the promenade King, we, in turn,
prescribed for up now with the full force and
deck, providing a delightfully him
by taking him to our room effect of that vaccination. (Which
breezy cross current of fresh pure nearby and issuing
me
didn't. take)
and
him an orange on
sea-cooled air. All of such pub- or so
with instruction how to B-R-O-T-H-E-It what a comlic rooms are artistically decorated, use . . . whether our prescription bination rosebud-geranium she
•
furnished and equipped ultra- was good or or bad
he never has to nurse for the next several
modern. With each having it's knew neither did we. as
one thing days. Old man Job with all his
own conservatively soft and ap- is just as
effective as another in afflictions had nothing on this
pealing electric lighting and color the case of ,seasickness
and this lady . . . painful though, as it
scheme and arrangement for at- is the voice of experience,
disappointment was
not was, her
tractiveness, comfort and con- Just hearsay. While neither
Mrs. probably worse, as I am of the
venience of the patrons in keep- King nor myself
have experienced opinion that she was all set to
ing with their respective fields of this nauseating nuisance
on this razz me good about the pet arm
service.
trip so far., we both have in she knew I was going to have.
At the rear of the deck super- the past, and can testify
During the trip thus far, it has
to the
structure is an excellent green fact that there isn't anything
so been our pleasure to have several
tile lined swimming pool with -an effortless as a seasick
person friends, including Capt. Krantz
abundance of space under the leaning over the rail
contributing (Capt. of the Ship) in at various
Open MO for sunning and blis- to the diet of
the fish. Just open times for refreshments and the
tering) while the promenades are your mouth and then
nature does fine socitetelliewship that goes
lined with comfortable reclining the rest or wait just
a moment to make such a• trip a grand sucdeck chairs in the shade for read- over time and
you do not even cess and as we go to sleep tonight,
ing, sleeping or just watching tlie have to open
we are thinking of Jamacia, the
your mouth . .
world go by. AU and all, the Al- it automatically
flies open, and wonders of which shall be our
coa Corsair is a floating palace brother! The
fish certainly have pleasure tomorrow.
,The Vacationists bream!
had a banquet on this trip as a (To Be Continued Totnmorrow)
This ship is one of the fleet result of the -roughest
seal. in
owned and operated-5Y the Jikoa many moons.
some 50% of the
Steam Ship Company, a sub- passengers have
become green
sidiary of the Alcoa Aluminum around the gills and
no doubt.
Corporation of America. operating have been freely
dishing it out
major plant at. and after and the dining room has
been
Which, Alcoa, Tennessee, was conspicuously vacant.
named, and with the city officials
From our first entry into the
of which fine city it has been the
Gulf of Mexico Friday night Nowriter's privilege to have been
vember 28th, we have pushed
closely associated In municipal
through the rolling sea which conaffairs, to know and to appreciate
tinued with increasing intensity;
for the past ten years and to
heavier seas, ground swells, and
whom one of more copies of. this
long roller waves to the extent
log will be presented.
of giving us the rolling litters,
Proceeding across the Gulf of
which reached the climax SaturCANINES AND CHOW
Mexico, one thing has had a
By TOM FARLEY
day night about 9:00 P.M. Just
serious tendency to dull the joy
Dogs and their food made interas. we had settled down for a good
of our first two days at sea, and
picture show entitled "IVY," the esting news during the past few
that Ls. Kathleen has been very
feature had just begun and ev- weeks.
Lick, not sea sick. but as preIn Fort Smith. Ark, Jake. a wz11
eryone had become somewhat acmannered bull terrior, has develviously referred to, that terrific
customed to the ship's roll and oped
quite an appetite for icerold. which has settled in her
were more or less relaxed, when cream cones and also an unique
chest and at, the moment looks
all of a sudden, out. of nowhere. method for obtaining them. He
like pnuemonia sure; tonight. I
came one of those high long roll- pays for them with cold cash by
took her to the ship's doctor, but
ers into our starboard side giving dropping a nickel on a drugstore
to our surprise it was hard to
us a terrific' side roll . . . with counter and barking.
tell as to who should treat who,
Jake is shrewd about money. He
• wide variation in opinion as to
11.ti the doctor was deathly seathe number of degrees of the an distinguish between a five-cent
sick. Having become so the moroll, depending on how calm, how piece and any other coin. People
who like to see him perform give
ment we entered the Gulf. the
seasick or how jittery the Person
him a nickel and he immediately
red cap, had to chase him down
was, who would venture a guess. dashes to his favorite
soda fountain.
out on deck where he was inThis was followed within a few Coins of other denominations don't
haling a bountiful supply of fresh
moments by another of such interest him. Obviously he doesn t
salt air, either just before or
waves, probably not so severe care to bother with Change when
just after his stomach contriand not nearly so damaging or lie has an ice-cream cone in his
buted freely to the diet of the
destructive as. by this time, all niouth.
It is estimated that he consumes
tables had been turned upside
down and loose and unanchored a doi•ly average of six cones and
more during the summer. Occatables and chairs placed flat
sionally he's been known to make a
r
on the floor to avoid further tum- glutton
of himself-and spend sevbling and sliding and, as with eral hours in solitary misery.
that first big roll some fifteen or
From the west coast comes the
VARSITY THEATRE
more chairs with persons sitting story of a hapless dog food sales
"Something In The Wind."
in them took a spill and chairs. man who was goaded into putting
• (1 Hr. 29 Min.) •
tables, passengers and all skidded his food to the supreme test before
feature- Stsrlier-1171-4311:537:7:15- • slid with the ship's Mt With the estire-steff--of
quite a crash and little IVY, the market. With complete confidence
5:13
he filled one dish with his own
picture we were about to see took
iIIIIMM11111111
1111111110=0 a powder and quickly disappear- product, two others with the foods
of competitors and brought in a
ed.
dog.
All this might have been funny.
Sniffing all three, the pooch gobexcept .for the gravity of the' mo- bled one competitor's food. Theii,
mentary situation which resulted after he had investigated the two
more or less painfully for four remaining dishes. the second comor more of our most charming petitive brand was swallowed. Baca
So the salesman's product again:
Tellir*-pASFfigeft-Who were injured
(lie dog reached out a paw, tipped
in the spills. Our good friend, over
the dish and disdainfully
Mr. Burmeister, who made a walked away.
grand slide head first, without
Not for many weeks did the salesa helmet and not too rfiuch hair man find that the fun-loving dog
on his top, with Dr. Deffenbaugh food buyer had sprinkled half a
hitchhiking a free ride on top package of red pepper on his food
of him, connected with something as he helped him prepare the dema little too hard and, sharp and onstration.
Two homeless young pointers,
came out from under the pile very
who were befriended by Mrs. S. R.
bloody and at first we thought
Steele of Dallas, Tex., dined sumphe was seriously injured, how- tuously as a result
of a mixup in
ever, Dr. Mullins, seasickness not- packages by the kind' lady after
with -standing, was right there she picked them up during a stoim.
immediately 'eolinnie on the spot'
Cold, hungry and without sheland with the assistance of the ter, the dogs aroused Mrs. Steelc's
stewards rushed him down to the sympathy. However, because she
medical department where he was didn't have a place to keep them,
patched up and in very short she gave them to a neighbor, And
along with the dogs went a bag
time was again good as new.
containing" what
Mrs.
Steele
Nevertheless, all this unscheduled thought
ieeeral hale an
HARLES WINNINGt, JACQUELINE de oil excitement ended the night's ac- succulent were
bones obtained from her
tivities, however, within another butcher.
• IAN PEEICE ei, ,i *I 1111**In
hour, about 10:00 P.M. and with
Departing from canines with

VARSITY
TUESDAY
and Wednesday

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — Don't
throw away .your old Christmas
cards! Here's a job for them.
National ComMander James F.
O'Neil of The ' Anierican Legion
has received a request from G.
M. Stout of the County Committee
Area Council of the British Legion
at Morpeth, Northumiierland, England, for used Christmas cards.
Thereby hangs a tale of real gumpplenty to eat, comes news'of more
unfortunate dogs who probably
haven't seen a good square meal in
a long time. Excerpts from a letter
published in the New York Journal American tell of the plight of
English dog owners.
Says Edith Earle of 13 Willington Road. Maidenhead, England:
-For those that have dogs here in
England it is a daily nightmare
for them. We can't buy canned
food and we cannot possibly spare
any more of our meagre ration.
We are at our wits' end to know
how to keep our pets alive. Kennels are closing for the same reason. Some who can afford it buy
whale meat but- many can't afford
this expensive unrationed food."

PAGE THREE

tion by a disabled veteran.
In 1941, Andrew Davison joined
the 7th Battalion of the Northumberland Fusiliers for servree on the
Western Front. He lost both legs
in ,action and spinal injuries confined him to bed until he died in
1945. While -flat on his back, he
started a business of collecting old
Christmas cars, cleaning and renovating them and selling them. He,
built up a buRness until he employed a staff of 30 girls and a fulltime secretary. Before he died he
asked that the profits of his business be turned over to the Northumberland County Committee of
the British Legion for aiding disabled veterans.
The British Legion advised Commander O'Neil that demand for
renovated Christmas cards has outstripped
the
supply this year.
Councilman
Stout asked
Commander O'Neil to request American
Legionnaires to gather up their
old Christmas cards, slip them into
an envelope and send them tp The
Andrew Davison Braeside Xmas
Card Industry, Morpeth, Northumberland, England, to help out a
good cause. ')

'A.

0
WITH THE KIDS' APPROVAL—These youngsters with
nothing to do are probably wishing
That the Minneapolis teachers' strike continues forever.
They're watching A. J. Pihlstrom
.ind Carolyn Burton on picket duty outside a
public school. More than 1,100 teachers and
75,000 students are affected by the strike.

It's Selig Done at Willow Mod

Kaiser-Frazer Introduces
Four New 1948 Models
.10,1948

RAISER

moat
iss

.r
CUSTO
M
itamER
MANHATTAN_
•Tia1948 FRAZER

NO INCREASE
IN PRICE!
While Other New Car Prices Are Advancing
HERE'S WHY Kaiser-Frazer can make this
announcement while other new car prices spiral
upward. Kaiser-Frazer controls its own supply of
many basic raw materials ... has its own engine
plant, foundry and steel mill. Materials from these
sources funnel into new and modern Willow Run —
the largest automobile manufacturing plant in the
world under one roof.

that others have attempted to copy since Kaiser.
Frazer design was introduced in 1947.
So far no one has been able to more than approximate
the graceful exterior body lines. No one has come
near matching the roadability ... the ride resulting
from seats cradled between the front and rear wheels,
such wide seats with both elbow and shoulder room.
And none have the style features, the wide choice
of colors and fabrics.

Unfinisked steel goes in one end of this great plant
You get all this
and comes out a quality automobile, ready to be
driven away. All this is accom--plishe4 in'a matter of hours, and
w ith vibe economy oil KaiserFrazer straight-line production.
This is an achievement of men
who are injecting new methods
ideas into an old industry.
and•
In the new 1948 Kaiser, Frazer,
Wherever you drive, wherever you go,'round
the corner, down the street, there is a Kaiser.
Kaiser Custom, and Frazer ManFrazer dealer ready to serve you with genuine
hattan you get all the features
factory parts and approved service.

plus the many refinements made
possible by years-ahead engineering and design. And, of
course,all 1948 Kaiser or Frazer
ears have the new Goodyear 24pound pressure Super-Cushion
tires that make bumps something
you see but neverffeel.
Enjoy a ride today in America's
newest new cars — the 1948 cars
that have not gone up in price!

We Invite You to SEE,- DRIVE and COMPARE Them, Today!

Ashcraft Motors
South Fifth St. Murray, Ky.
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Activities

• • •

Pleasant Grove
Missionary Society
Meets Saturday

South Murray
Homemakers Club
To Meet Wednesday

The advisory Council of Cello.: The 'North Pleasant Grove Misway County Homemakers Associa- sionary Society met March 13 at
:
tion met Thursday. March 11, in • the home of Mrs Oliver Lee The
the Assembly room of the Exten- meeting was called to order by the
sion Service offices. Mrs. Maynard president Mrs John Edd Waldrop
Ragsdale. president, presided and Prayer was led by Mrs. Harbard
also gave a report of the annual Jetton
meeting of the Kentusky FederaAfter a few remarks:711e meettion of Homemakers which she ating was turned over to the protended in Lexinren in January.
gram leader for the month. Mrs.
Announcemet was mace ot the Thomas Jones who presented the
Purchase District Federation of following program.
Homemakers annual meeting on
-The Steady. Subscriber'. to MisApril 29 Due to this meeting, the eltinary Messenger .tune the Old
county-wide dress revue which Osten Bucket ,. a one
act play inwas scheduled for April'30 will be troducing -Mrs. Missionary Mespostponed until May
senger-. by Mrs. Talmadge CrawMrs. James Gray was introduced ford. Mrs. 011us Cam, Mrs. John
as presider:1 of the Kaltsey Home- Edd Waldrop and Mrs Elmo Boyd:
makers Club 'shish was organized devotional. Matthew 25.31-46. Mrs.
recently
Thomas; Jones; -What It Means to
Mrs James Overhey was appoint- Be A Christian,- Mrs. Oltus Cain:
ed by Mrs Ragsdalo as the Home- -Facing the Needs of Our Commakers Clubs rspressentative on munity." Mrs. 011ie
Workman:
the committee making arrange- -The Sick and Shut-ins in Ow
ments for the open house and Community." Mn. Harbard Jetshower for the Murray' Hospital in ton: prayer. Mrs. Eurie Mathis;
May.
-The Hungry and Homeless In Our
urged to en- Community.- Mrs. Toy Jones: "The
Members
were
courage the families in their com- Spiritually Needy In Our Cornmunities to go to the x-ray trailer Munity'-', Mrs- Roy Graham: "God
which will stay in Murray next at .Vioek Through Me And Our
week.
Church in Horne Missions." Rev.
Miss Leone Gillett. assistant Joe Ben Irby: song. -Help Some'State leader in home demmstraticm body Today", closing prayer. Bro.
work was present and led a discus- Irby.
sion on the selection of next Year's
There were 12 members and eight
program
..
visitors present
Those present were Mesdamg.
The nweeng adensned and deRagsdale. Gray. Olhe Brown, C C.
'Salmon. C B. Crawford. .Oltis Pat- licious refreslunents were served
ton. J A. Outland. Samuel Adams. by the hostess. Due to illness. the •
J. I). Wall. Jack Nursworthy, Aub- January meeting which was at
rey Farris, Charles Stubblefield. K. Mrs. Danny }Comes and the Febk Cooper. Miss Gillett, and Miss. ruary meeting held at Mrs. Pa
Rachel Rowland home demenstra- Cunningham's were not publis
The next meeting will be April
lion agent.
10 at the home of Mrs. 011ie/Workman. Members are urged to be
present and - visitors are always

THE

On Wednesday. March 17. at 1:30
Homepm the South Murray
makers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Burman Parker with Mrs.
J 0. Chambers as cohostess.
The last of the major project lessons on • Dress Construction" will
be given by Mrs. 011ie Brown and
Mrs. Burman Parker. The subject will be "Hemlines and Buttonholes''.
All members are urged to be
present and visitors are welcomed.

I

•

Blackburn
Mrs Warren Swann.
regent, presided over the business
oes.sion
At the conclusion of the meeting
e *glad: course .was served by the
hostess. to the ten members present.
The list of officers are
Mrs. Warren Swaen. vice-re
Miss Halene liatcher. second
cereger.t. Mrs Price Doyle. r
tog secretary.. Mrs Ralph
_001111.
treasurer. Mis Hattie I..tira McConnell. registrar. Mes
D Rowlett. hastnan. Mrs.
us Basle.
librarian. Mrs. P.
Hart and
chaplain. Mrs If
Wear
There will be e April Meeting.
The next cha er meeting will be
held May 8,41 the home of Mrs.'
Elmus Beal, Coldwater Road.

•

•••

ceficers club of the Woodmen
rcle met at the home of
Miss5ltuth Lassiter Tuesday. March
2nle at 7:30 o'clock
//Mrs Gladys Hale. President presided over the business meeting
end plane were mode Urge to the
leir.quet at Pete Lite Springs. Maret. the 12th.
A delightful party plate was
served to the 18 officers prest•nt
and one visitor. try the hostess and
her sister Miss Mary Lassiter.
•

•

•

Alice Waters Circle
Meets Tonight

,The Alice Waters Circle of the
First Methodist 'Church will meet
Mr Ød Mrs W. B Darts and tonight at 7:30 with Mr, Oliver
eamore skeet. arrived home McLemore, South Sixth street
from a visit with Mrs. Davis'
Mrs Joe Baker will be program
ents of Grand Junction
leader

a.

GET A SPRING CHECK-UP
NO WI

Supreme Woodmen
Circle Meets

OUR COMPLETE SPRING SERVICE PUTS YOUR
CAR IN Al RUNNING ORDER

MELUtIN STANDARD STATION
1417 MAIN
NaI

Melugin

DON'T I
Sale ev
10:30, IN
don't st
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buy-M
and A
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Mrs. Wilhelmina Longtree, who
tells this story laid in Westgate
on Puget Sound, is dismayed
when her grandson Roger marries and brings home a fortunehunting night-club singer, Fenelope. He soon regrets his marriage, but Penelope refuses his request for a divorce. That estping. Mrs. Longtere and her
friend Judge Havoc find Penelope murdered. District Attorney
Grisell suspects Roger. Other
possible suspects are Roger's
Wafter Gilbert. and Gilbert's
wife Nedds, both of whom had
reason for wanting Penelope out
the.way. Meanwhile, Eva Halwealthy bet homely and
tically lonely girl, is visitMrs. Longtree. Having never
a beau, she's surprised when
Emery Fortner becomes attentive. Soon,they're engaged. Then,
Mrs. Longtree learns from Eva's
lawyer. Lother MeyerIng. that
Emery has suffered disastrous
financial losses that threaten the
family lumber company headed
by his mother. Mrs. Lydia Fortner. It seems evident he is marrying Eva for her money. On a
Saturday afternoon, when the
Isimber-company betiding Is deserted, he's shot to death in his
office. Eva collapses, and the
following day, ominously tells
Mrs. Longtree. "I'll be next."

Gillard (Popeye)
Bob Stout

Ross

Mil
big

Mountain View News

E

SEEING NEW IfORK-Leaving film chores behind while they
take time out for fun, cinema stars Cornel Wilde and his
wife, Patricia Knight, do a dance turn on -the Sert Room ofThe Waldorf-Astoria.

McNutt last Tuesday. .Mr. McNutt
is confined to his bed with illness.
Mrs. Bytha Self and Mrs. Juanita Self visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dick McNutt last Monday.
Lune Hand attended 'funeral services fir little Donny Walker,'
There sure was a large crowd present and there were many many
flowers. Donny had many friends
and schoolmates who were sad to,
see him go.
I was shocked to learn of the
death ef Nitre Fannie Cunningham.
she was a dear friend of mine. Her
husband, Cortes Cunningham, died
last summer. Mrs. Fannie has
,maiii friends who will be saddened
by her death.
Well so lori for this week. I
hope to be. back next week.
--Lone Hand

March 16, Tuesday--Final examine- •
teals.
March 17. Wednesday-Final ex- •
aminationi.

.

March 111., Thursday-Final, examinations.
March 19. Friday-Final examinations,

Meech 22. Monday-Registration.
others than iseshman.
March 23. Tuesday-Rerstration.
freshman.

FRESH BLOOD
A MUST FOR
FREE ENERGY

FOR SA
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do so
r
ereryyou
so. don't let•low blood count hold you
down when you may release vibrant
energy to every muscle, fibre, cell,
Every day—every hour—millions of
tiny red-blood-cells must pour forth
from the marrow of your bones to replace those that are worn-out. A low
blood count may affect you In several
weye: no appetite, underweight, no
iwtle;°yorlitunr;litus:imi, lack
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to chaos:.
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your blood strength. Medical authorities,
by analysts of the blood, have by posintha
that
agorrtooy
Taaieis
tip to.
t shown
tive
Truur
effective In
blood strength in non-orsanie Dunitionei anemia. Thls Is due to the SSD
Tonic formula which contains special
and potent activating IngredWnts.
Also, 888 Tonic helps you entoy the
food you eat by increasing the gastric
digestive juice when it is non-organically too little or:scanty-thus the stomach will have little cause to get balky
with gas, bloat and give oft that sour

STIIeL
County
Lumber.
lengths,
thieknesi
John A
C'oncord,

"ata
tw.sitt1.1Cosnrise your body with
fm4
Don
rich, red-bloat, Start on MS Tonic now.
Al vigorous blood surges throughout
your whole body, greater freshness and
strength should mate you eat better,
sleep better, feel better, wort better,
play better, have•healthy color glow In
your skin-11m flesh nu out hollow
ues. Minions of bottle" sold. Get •
bottle from your drug state. 886 Tonle
heliia. III...a Sturdy Health,

Flying
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TERM1D
give you
the exte
your prl
today!
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Social Calendar

Look BRIGHT in This
Year's Easter Parade
SEE HOW SANITONE-THE
BETTER KIND OF DRY CLEANING
BRIGHTENS COLORS -MAKES
CLOTHES LOOK LIKE NEM

Yes, our Sanitone Service is
the first really scientific Dry
Cleaning method. Garments
are cleaner, free from spots
and stains. Fabrics look and
feel like new again. It also
means your clothes are better
pressed, are free from
unpleasant dry cleaning odors.
Minor repairing done free
sna-V3Osir buticlitiZiStenect
Be ready for the Easter
Parade in clothes cleaned the
Sanitone way.

r I,

109
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EASTER
IS MARCH 28
Have Cleaning Done
Early
AVOID the RUSH!

Figure
dollars
bar of
store
reset a
tberri e
you b

1

month
today.

Boone Cleaners
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
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March 24, Wednesday-Chapel.
• •,phony
March 25, Thursday-Biology club,
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Tri-Beta installation services.
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Save 20 to 25 per cent Cash and Carry
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• LUBRICATION
• BRAKES
• MOTOR TUNE-UP
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makers Clubs.
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WESTGATE MYSTERY

Wins.I understand that Emery left
town on Wtrip last Wednesday."
"Yes."
"Wasn't it rather unexpected?"
"Yes." •
"Where did he go?"
"I don't know."
"It wasn't the result of a dieagreement between you?" the
judge pressed.
Lydia's eyes challenged him."No
-I don't know why he left. He
went away without telling me."
"He suffered disastrous financial
losses shortly before his death, did • SWASHBUCKLER - ComThe regular meeting of the Suhe not?" the Judge asked. "Losses jkIntng white balibuntal
preme Woodmen Circle, Grove 124.
that threaten the Fortner Lumber • straw and scarlet jersey,
met at the club house Marcsh 11.
Company?"
Lilly Dache creates a swashat 7:30 o'clock Mrs. Lillian HoffFT APPARENTLY came as a shock . bnckling summer hat inman. president. presided.
to Lydia that he had learned _.spired ..by 'the pirate's roThe initiation and inspection was
mantic headgear. High, wide
this. Her face went white, and she
given by Mrs. Lois Waterfield.
did not reply at once.
and handsome the white
The attendance award was reThen, she said, in a strained
halo is set atop a vivid
ceived by Mrs Jewel Ezell.
voice. "You think I murdered him.
snui-fitting headband
Please leave me! I can't answer
your questions. I don't know anything."
"I think nothing of the sort, Mrs.
F'ortner. I'm simply asking for
whatever help you can give us."
The Judge reached in his pocket.
Well folks old Lone Hand is sad
brought out a small piece of paper
The murray W,admen Circle.
and tossed It onto the low table be- this week, as my neighbor's little
Grove 126 Goldr Pond and Cecile
tween them. It was the cryptic note boy, seven-year-old Donny WalGroves chartered a bus. March 12.
he had found at the club.
ker passed on. He is at rest now.
Friday at 6.90' o'clock to Pete Lite
"For instance, can you tell me
morning
Donny ...died Monday
s•,
Springs fop' a banquet to be held
•h
Lydia picked it up and read He March 8. at 5:45 o'clock. My symby the ttuiee Groves There were 20
• then put it back on the table.
+vein?
i‘r his fainiiee "Lin*
from the Mufray Grove, 10 From
-CHAPTER XXIV
"No." she said.
Donny has gone to test; to a better
Golderi Pond and 12 from Cadiz
VA'S Ominous words afro&
"There's
Just
one
thing
more.
world-a World that is best." We
who/attended.
a Chill through me.I knew Did Emery suffer any injury a few
Will miss you Donny dear: you are
The table was beautifully deco- she was full Of drugs and won- days before his death -hurt
his gone to heaven we will never fear.
fated by the Manager of the Club dered whether they had made arm in some way?"
"No, I don't know of anything." You are gone to live by the beautiHouse Mrs Lois Waterttold served her a bit delirious. I took 'one
The judge rose. "Thanks. Sorry ful shore, there to. be' happy for
as toastmaster Several women
of her thin hands in both of to have disturbed. you."
ever more,_
from the other Groves gave talks.
mine and tried to soothe her.
He and Mollison went out of the
Aaron Alien visited Mrs. Noma
A delightful time was reported
"No one is going to harm you. room quietly. leaving Lydia sitting Outland and
Thursday
family
by all.
stiffly
on
her
chair.
Eva."
The visit was not entirely with- night. He also visited Mr. and
Tears welled slowly In her aft out value. however. Before
leaving. -Mrs.- eee-Je-Fuleher -Friday MornMod rolled down her cheeks,
they learned from the housekeeper ing.
"You don't understand," she that Emery had received a teleCongratelations. Mr. and 'Mrs.
Imin
midddYin
phone call Saturday morning. The
quigetiy
...
:
Carl Eldrdige of Rotite 3. They
circumstances were rather odd.
March 15-Penny Club at 10:30 a.
talk now. And you're not
mustn't
have d new baby
"The
phone
rang
twice."
she
told
m in name of Mr*. Raymond
going to die. You're going to get Ahem."Both times I answered, but
Misses Ethel and Margie Fulcher
WortmarL--well."
'there was no one on the line. It visited Mrs. Noma Outland for a
March 16-Kirksey Club at ..1:3$
don't want to get well." The rang a third time, and I went upwhile last Friday.
pin, at school
tears flowed faster."I told you that. stairs to tell Mr. Emery about it
Noel "Red" Milton and Miss Joy
March 17-East Side Club at 1 -30 if-if I should lose Emery. I could When I got to the study, he was I
Falwell were Married Monday.
in home of Mrs James Rupert not bear to go back to the old life." talking on the line and, after a ray
Joy Fa* is the only
March 2.
"You won't have to. Eva.
see moment. he hung up."
Lassiter.
to that."
She was vague about the time *daughter of Elarence Falwell of
March 18-Portertown Club at 10.30
k a handkerchief from under Emery left the house, except that Pottertown. I hope for this couple
a.m in home of Mrs A Polly.
her pillow and wiped her tears it was "some time after three" arid many happy yeers together.
March_ le-New Concord Club at
about half an hour before Lydia
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self 'and
"Emery was shot, wasn't he?" came in.
1:30 p.m. in home of Mrs. Taft
-cif- Mr. and Mrs. Dick
children yrs-its
she said suddenly•
The judge toId me later. "That
Patterson
at
"Eva, please.,."
phone call sealed Emery's doom
"He got Emery-and he'll get me The trap was set-and he walked
next," she whispered. "It doesn't into it."
• --hurt much to be shot, does it?"
I didn't know what to do or ME. I ATER that afternoon. Mollison
I wondered again whether she was La came to see me. He lumbered
delirious.
Into the living room with the selfTuesday. March 16
Then, to my relief, the door
The follossing circle's of the t" opened and the doctor motioned to conscious air of a man who has an
W SC S of the First Methodist me to leave. I bent and kissed Eves unpleasant duty to perform
When he was seated, he shifted
Church will meet at 2307
forehead, then tiptoed out. .
uncomfortably in his chair.
went
to my room and, for a
I
Circle I. Mrs. N. A. Waldrop,
**This call is kind of unpleasant
chairman, at the home of Mrs.
he said.
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rheevefry
George Smith Cohostesses will be
was responsible for her. but I felt body on the bluff for Saturday
Mrs. Prentice Glasgow aid Hrs.
helpless.
afuttwuasre af.
rlp
lifle?
ess
ti:dtm
equa
dote
wian
thdute
s
n.
r
o
y
o
t
r
y
r
e
n
W Carr. and program leader. Mrs.well." I replied resiemedle.
Fe.Z.. Crawford.
promised her nothing but a bleak -I was at home all day. You can
(Mete IL Mrs. Bryan Tolley. procession of empty days. It had to ask the servants"
chairman, at the home of Mrs. Fi- be faced. somehow. I decided I
He took out a little book and
scribbled in it.
nis Outland. Cohostesses will be would talk to Meyenng about it,
"All right." he said. "Gilbert?"
Mrs. Charlie Hale and Mrs Solon •
MEANWHILE. as I was to learn
"He was Inspecting the rennetHiggins, and program leader, Mrs. I see
later. Judge Havoc paid a visit tion of his house down the bay."
It A. Johnston.
I to Lydia Fortner that afternoon.
"Mrs Gilbert Longtree?"
Circle III, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, He and Sergeant Mollison went to-Nedda? Why. I don't know." I
difficult
nether.
It was a
interview. paused. And then I remembered.
caairmaii. at the home of Mrs. Hall
it
to
me.
described
as
he
ffeod with Mrs. A. L. Rumph, co"She was downtown, buying gloves
Lydia seemed defiant her thin for the wedding."
hostess and Mrs. Alice Jones, promask concealing whatever
face
a
MollLson c I e a red his throat.
tram leader.
felt She an t•;.‘• se1 •'Roster'"
she may have.
h
•
judge's
questions
the
In
clipped.
.
"Out with the sloop." I felt une
The Alice Waters Circle will ' brittle tones. Prom her hardness, comfortable. as I always did when
meet at :30 with Mrs. Oliver Mc- I you wouldn't have known she had Rotteetname came up in connec(lost a son.
lemore South Sixth street.
tem wIffl the case.
Judge Havoc took charge of the
When the sergeant left. I went
•
interview.
while
Mollison
remained upstairs slowly. Pondering our onWednesday. March 17
background.
in
,
the
natural existence, the absurdity of
The United Daughters of the Con"I don't hare to trill you." he be- having to report our actions to the
derarcy will meet with Mrs Fred L gal:
km s_hocked I 2114-•
1850 Farmer
at do you want?'Lydia cut
230.
in. her tone almost hostile.
(To be ematinurdi
"I need your help." the Judge re- (The characters in his serial are
fictitious/
The Music Department will meet Plied. "I need information that I
$541, se O&M, SI- Jolla/
'
730 at the Club House. Miss hope you Call lave me. For one
Pat Croghan and Roe Hines of
Murr.,y State Collets
% will give the
psogram. • . •
• -.•
'HAIL NOTICE
Any le.A.R.'s visiting in Murree'
The Wednesday Bridge Club will
Pink Cord returns-1 home Fri- .rire invited to the chapter Meetmeet at, 2:30 with Mrs. George Z.
day
of last week after' a few days ing's which are held on the second
Overbey. Olive 'treat. _
a_ -in the Mitrray-Flossittal-.Satiesday cit-- -eaele_month.--Any
Mrs. Charles Morris' ard baby woman eheible or interested. in
Thursday, March 18 '
, The Educational Committee of Donnie Rey who was born March proving eligibility to membership
the AAVW will give is party Mr 8 returned to the borne of Mr. and is cordially invited to make apthe GI Wrrell in the Home Ecm Mrs. Odle Morris Saturday from plication to Mn. J. D. Rowlett, regnornics Department at Wilson Hall the Murray Hospital. The two are' istrar of the -Capt. Wendell Oury
chapter of the Daughters of the
doing fine
at 7.30.
Revolution.
Charter
Mrs. Ada Whin is ill in the Ainerican
.
—
The Horne Department of Mur- home of her daughter Mrs. Ted membership will be held open until August 1948.
ray Woman's Club will meet at Lotimere.
•• •
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
5.30 p.m at the Club House for
their annual March dinner, All Mns Odie Morris over the weekCHICKEN DINNER
end were Mr. and Mrk. J. P. Wickmembers are urged to attend.
The Weman's Society of Chriser and children. Mr. and Mrs.
--tian Service of Coles Camp Ground
The_ .Thar.r.clay bridge Club will Ralph Darnell-Mr. and'Mrs. Doyce.
setee
'Methodist ChUtch
meet at 2.30 with Mrs Pogue Out- Morris, Mrs. Ted hatimere , and
daughter, Mrs. Jesse Latimere and chicken dinner Maech 12 (fourth
land, Oliee street
son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kelso Monday; in the baselthent of First
Methodist Church in Murraiy. Price
The following Murrayans "plan- and son. Mr. and Mrs Howard
per plate is 50c
to leave Wednesday for the State Kelso arid two sons and Ws. Gene
The proceeds will go to complete
Tournament at Louisville. Jessie Barrow arid son.
Barbara Allen. small daughter the new church building.
Brindley. Ed Shackelford. Winifred
Allison; Lester Nanney. Lloyd of Mr. and Meta J. C. ParehalLee_,
PHONE 234
Worlynan. Robert Waters. Paul hes a severe cold.-Blue Bird .I 'Mrs. Leonard Vaughn returned
Perdtk, leek iratfoat. John Shroat
today following a visit with relitCeleman McKeel.'
•
WS TUB CLASSIFIED11
live. in Knoxville, Tenn.

Members of WoodMen
Circle Attend
.Banquet Friday/

D.A.R. Meets Sat.
At Home Of Mrs.
Walter Blackburn
Woodmen Circle
+he tm3t. Wendell Oury chapter Officers Club
of the D.A R met Saturday afternoon at the
e home of Mrs. Walter Meets Tuesday

TUE.%

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE ST4 M

Advisory Council
Of Homemakers
Meets Thursday -

Locals
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incrtAWHER
and Save Money
KIRBY VACUUM CLEANERS- PASTRIES and TEA ROLLS, spec.
ANUSES TO ratvious renal
Sales and Service. If it's Kirby, ial orders on pies-Ward-Outland
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
it's the Best. Phone 11204. 708 Bakery. Phone 850.
Ale
7
7E
I N
30-ConnIct
aelt011111
A8
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction Main.
31-Roman caved
SE
1-Autos
Sale every Saturaay beginning at
32-To plant
IIZ AN
ED
I
5-oostructa
53-Printer's measure
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they FOR SALE-Thor wringer type
LG
9- Sods or water
fb-Allore certain
i2-4.,'ity in Kumla
35-Except
TE
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell. washing machines, $134.95. Thor
IS
demi•oreeloua
36-4,eyel
exchange
or
automagic.
$199.50, diAt washer
PA
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
'sone
37-To tan
LOST - Billfold with $182.00 in
it-Writing tablet
39-Large animals
buy-Main Street Car Exchange unit for Automagic, $69.50-Bar- money, also new quarter. Has so11-lwi plied
half
41-Prefix:
17-Religi0ua tacluass
42-To fail back
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville nett 8s. Kerley, next to Bank of .cial security and drivers.license.
hi-rInisbed
44-To subside
Murray.
A8c Just reward:
Ky.
31-Rips
41-Lunebed
Loser has nine chilStreet
45-Layer
dren. Believed lost in or near f, 22.
24 -To contend
50-0 t4 concern
PIANOS,
New
Starr
Spinet
with
NOTICE - LOOK - LISTEN51-Long-nosed flab
• •
theatre-Pat Quinn, Dover, Tenn. 25- Ri ve r In Germany
20-United
52-Snow vehicle
During this cold weather is the bnch $499. used pianos guaranteed Finder return to Cleyburn
lafrilf161.01-117.10-1
51-morey with needle
Adams, 2S -Musical note
as
low
as
$135
and
delivup,
free
time to have your refrigerator
•
104 N. 10th. Phone 805-J.
Ml8c
completely gone over and any ery any where. Harry Edwards
: 3'C'
"
1--111taall bed
808
South
5th
Street.
Phone
trouble corrected-repainted, belts,
3-Mberaw
J3.
A5c
1.4
3-To set Nell
gaskets, etc. replaced and avoid 4431, Paducah, Ky.

Notices

[_Lost and Found]

For Rent

they
id his
am of
P

4

aapel.
,gy club,
ervices.

trouble
Ili hot
weather.-Carter
UNLOADING SALE-Mercury triSales and Service, Tel 18, Paris,
cycles, 12"-$8.35. 18"-$9.35, 20" FOR RENT-Four room furnished
Tenn.
Marl7c$10.35. Radio Flyer wagons, regu- apartment, electrically equipped.
Car PriVate entrance and bath. 505
BALDWIN-The official piano for lar $10.95-$7.95-Bilbrey's
lp
A8c Maple. Phone 2044.
today's great artists, radio sta- and Home Supply.
tions. colleges, school and sym• phony orchestras. Let us tell you FOR SALE -- 'Weber 2 3-4 wagon weiftnt
how easy it is to own a Baldwin.- with good bed. 93_ Chattanooga VW
ter.
Cheslittle-T. S.p
t
Feezle Piano Sales, 323 South 7th. plow, used very
Route 1, Kirksey.
Mayfield, Ky.
A3c

For Sale

Tobin hi
ng up low
WC nutria the Me
ins special

lents.
enjoy the
the gastrin
on-nitwit.
the atomget beaky
that .our

with
Trii
batCti now
.hroughout
ah nears and
eat better,
orb better.
lIcer glow in
nut hollow
old. Oet •
MS Tonic

STIIP THIMITUJAMAGE
Flying ants may be termites possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Mill delay, call
today'

WE SPECIALIZE in

COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant.

SILEX and CORY Glass Coffee
Maker Repair Parts. We have a
complete line of these repair parts.
-Douglass Hardware Co.
A9c

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
SEE US FOR LUMBING,
Phone 262
&heel metal-roofing and Rote
Authorized ReereterseadiaTa- 4'
Ohio V•Ile. Terza.ala Cam. '

I
As Adviartlimad In"Thea Pear'

410

/
•

17

a

-'1....
_

it.'

k

SPINETS. Seven different Styles ELECTRIC WIRING and SERVICE,
to choose from. Priced from $875.00. A.B.C. Washers, A.B. apartment
',ester Bstsy•- Ross Spinets .at electric ranges, electric irons, and
$495.00-Fesszle Piano Sales, 323 S. small appliances-Jones
Electric
7th. Mayfield. Southwestern Ken- Shop, Lynn Grove. Ky.; Boyd
tucky's largest exclusive piano dis- Jones. owner.
A8p
tributor.
A3c
WELDING, farm equipment,
STILL
II
CALLOWAY and machine welding. Boat trailCounty as described below: Rough er made-Murra
a_
y Machine and
Lumber-Poplar and oak.
All Tool Co. Phone 338.
ASc
lengths. Uniform
e elths and --thieknesss Accurately sawn. See HOUSEHOLD and COMMERCIAL
Jblin A. Nance, Nance Bros., New refrigeration. Sales and service.
Concord. KY.
A9p Phone 1087. 100 N. 4th St.-- I -West Kentucky Electric Co. A8c

a trip we
U the(itlea,
e by posi-

mom's-

Services Offered

FOR SALE-Popular brand cigar WE SERVICE ALL MAKES radios,
ettes, 15c with purchase. 1 quart washing machines, small applianMarco Penn motor oil Free with ces. Call 58-Johnson Appliance
A8c
each oil drain. Pay for 4 quarts Co., your Frigidaire dealer.
and get 5 quarts-Always less. ROWLAND Refrigeration SerMartin Oil Co.. Second and Main vice. All makes. Money back guarSt.. Murray, Ky.
M27c antee. 12 years experience. Phone
A7c
BALDWIN
built • ACROSpNIC 9934.
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Low_
Hard.fought Tilt
To St. Louis U.
I

tb

t.15
NEW YORK. March 16 UP s3 04-i
St. Louis University and New York
50
1.17
49
1
University will meet tomorrow
night for the National Invitational
,
.
Basketball Tournament title.
46-River in Germany
CHECKED AND READY-Taking his ease in the sun, Abu
The classy Rillikens were estabOb.011 Pa•Ltare V0.it
4S-Rtgbwat rabbri
/Self, sergeant in the Arab National Guard, krthily checks his
lished the tournament co-favorites
revolver. Abu has become a legend. He was twice condemned
by the odds-makers despite the
fact that they drew only the fourth
to death by the British during the British-Arab War. Both
seeding by the meet selectors. They
times he escaped. He recently recovered from two gunshot
recovered from a slow start to
wounds received in a fight With Jews. Now he's ready again.
sink top-s6eded Western Kentucky.
By OSCAR !FRALEY.
60 to 53, last night.
up. Whitman reeently impressed
JUDO NOT TOO SAFE
CIUDAD. TRUJILLo. D. R.,! Rickey by coming in from right
judo. Within one week, E. F. HipAnd the in-and-out Violets upehen suffered a head injury and
held a tough De Paul Quintet, 72 March HI (UPI-The darkhurse of field to back up a play and just
_ ATLANTA,-Ga. (U.P.i.e-Two canC. D. House received a chest Into 59, before 18,478 fans at Madison the Brooklyn Dodgers training missed a putout with a throw to
didates far tne Atlanta ponce force jury while practicing
camp is Dick Whitman. a slender j second basis
the art- at
Square Garden.
•
c;Jn
v(olth
fr
the effectiveness of the ss dice
slugger from Eugene. Ore.. who
'That's greatness,"-thas achnnins,
Thus the impending chalk be- ranked
today ais the young man's Rickey was prompted
•••1111INNP
to
tween the home town favorites and Dixie
Tonight's main event at the
Walker and may wind up
the moet popular out of town club as
Whitman's
ed. and
hustle wrestling matches in the city audithe new "People's Cherce."
that has visited the garden all seastamp him as a typical Rickey torium in Paris, Tenn., is a subject
Whitman is one of the "Hart, players It is amazing
son shaped ug sip_dasys
how in build tor Ripley's "Believe it or Nut"
g real
er and Max'ladE 0r1W0 sea-, and characteristics, Whitman is I Two one-boar time limit,
"natural." An added incentive is
two out
the coveted berth in the U. S. sons ago who was sent down to reminiscent 'of Dixie
Walker, of three fall matches wall be staged
Olympic trials that aittomatically Montreal for seasoning. He cur- whom he'Ocibably will succeed in in.the same ring at the 'same time.
rently is being touted from Preii- right field.
will go to the winning team.
Acording to wrestling promater,
St Louis. trailing 20 to 10 midway dent Branch Rickey and Manager
He is a lett-handed hitter with Fred Tipton. "This will cau.,e more
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE
Leo
Durocher
on
down
as
the
most
in the first half, finally got its
power lard wheirhe stepteue to the confusion than joint meeting of
likely
sensation
of
the
INA
season. plate. 53 bench chants. ''Open the the Knights of Columbus
slick-fast breaking attack into moand the
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
He has proved to be the out- Door, Richard." He obliges with K.K.K. in it Hibernian Hall."
tion -and pulled up to a 25 to 25
•
deadlock at half time. The Ralik- standing outfielder in the Dodger frequency. Now 28 and apparently
The contestants are Bill Canny.
ens then matched baskets with the camp thus far, both .in hitting and fullspolisned, the rangy- five-foot- Ray Welch. Red Roberts, and Lefty
Fast and always heads I eleven Whitman weighs 180. but Thames.
taller Kentuckians through the fielding
early stages of the second half:
Then they ran the Hilltoppers off
NANCY
Happy Little Chirpfest
the boards with a great closing
By Ernie Buahmiller

Today's Sports Parade

Two Matches At
Same Time Is
Feature Tonight

RECEIPT BOOKS,

..

4-to Page -7- In Duplicate

A
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surge.

NYU's triumph Was'an inspirsd
H. E. Jenkins.
performance reminiscent of the imA7c
pressive string of 19 straight which
DILI.- ELECTRIC COMPANY the y had rung up earlier in ,the
across from Postedlice. All types season before being upset by N'ef Wiring and Electrical supplies. Ire Dame.
The Unshrinking Violets, who
Phone 879.
A7c
gained the semi-finals only after
an amazing 45 to 43 victory over
Texas in the final six seconds of.
the quarter finals. Saturday night..
connected on 25 out of 73. shot!
from the floor to overwhelm the
fat ored Blue Demons from Chicago.

is SHE
LONESOME

point appliances.
phone 498-J.

WE BUY...
Used Fats
Scrap Iron
Metal
Batteries
Hides
•

4--Splinter
5-To berfOrrn
6-Simian
7-Market
5-Arm Coven
9--Steeples
10-Dinea
ti-Fruit drink
16-A number
18-Ber•Ing girl
20-Common tit
man
23-Ardent
35-In debt to
27-Seeds of evil
25--To feet election
29-Great wonder
Si-Towers
32-To glut
34-German industria
region
31-South American
dance ,n1.
36-Aportte
35-Aleado sir
29-Greek letter
40-To glide
42-Shred
61=Witu
4
p riound

pares down to 175. for the regular!
seasa n.
Whititian ail-tied -his profeasionall
baseball carees at Santa Herbaria!
Cal
in 1942 after starring at - the
University of Oregon. His .426 batting average soon won him a promotion -to Birmingham, Ala., before the Season ended.
Then came. the war and ,Whitman joined the Army. He served
!due years as an infantryta n and
waa wounded in the Ardennes utfesive. He reported back to the
Dodgers' camp at Sanford, Fla., in
1948 virtually an unknown, but
made the club
Crowded out last season, Whit-'
man
was shuntel to . Montreal
where he batted. 327. He come
up to play in sfour ennes for
Brooklyn Dodgers Miring the end
of the season and batted .400.
-Recently wed, Whitman is intent on staying up this time. His
blue eyes crackle_oeiae says, "It'as
frariiiiieFfun down in theminors.
I went to say up and I'm confident
I will."
Durocher shares his hustling outfielder's confidence.
"I wouldn't be surprised if Dick
is my right fielder °a opening
day," the Dodger pilot says. -He
certainly has everything."
The consensus believes that if
Whitman is out there on opening
day, he'll be •mightarshard to replace. As a matter of fact, there
doesnt appear anyone in sight who
can keep him out of the starting
lineup that day or any other day.'

(OH,
NO

{SICK
ROOM

Training School
Begins Workouts
With Track Team

a
trieShgene. FAL

Coach Johnny, Underwood of the
Training schocil has announced that
the school will have a track team
ABBIE an' SLATS
Back Home Again
this year.
Underwood said that the students
will work out in the Carr Health
5-51.ATIF! NO/ NW-- a-AIN'T YOU 15 IT, Kipi'
building until the weather is suit'YOU'RE PEAL? KIRAIN'TCHA?-JUST 55tV YOU
able for outdoor work.
Plioste 214
AIN'T 50-- AND I'LL NEVER TOUCH
"We are going to try to get into
one or two rneeneiseshires the *Ho
LL r-rr-r-TV 7_14A-r-ER-c4L
,
A*1
MOINNIMr
trict meet in laity." •Underwood
reAEOICINE
IZAESTIREE
C
stated.
50 HELP ME!
Among the students wha will be
on the team are Gus Robertson,
half-mile run:.Bob Trevathan. high
and low, hurdle; Ralph Boyd. low
hurdle, low jump; Joe Richardson.
440 yard run: Joe Pat Johrsarnr,'\-.6
high jump and broad jump; James
liumphrieeone Mile run; and Will
Ed Bailey, broad jump.
varying forms, and is used in describing a cold, brisk, winter day.
"Cold as one of tire blue hen'l
chickens," from Jack Longgrear,
Ballard county, Ky.: "Cold as one
of the blue hen', chick's." by Roy
McWaters, Muhlenburg county, Ky.:
and "As cold as one of the blue
LI'L ABNER
Play It Backwards
hen's chicks." by Dorotha Watkins,
Marshall county. Ky.
This proverbial expression has,
ON!A GkEAT)
LOOlAr-FOSDICK
71
SmiaTT-`,./:LL
to this date ,not been reported
DAY FOR ALL
DONE CAP-TCHURED
FOSDICK
US REDfrom Calloway county. It is thought
'TI4
CHAIR'S"
TH'
BLOODED
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SHROAT BROTHERS
MEAT MARKET
109 North Fifth
I

Pay one place
Instead of many
And you will save,.
A rretty

penny
(Kg vaiwi

Figure it out for yours** Fie,. or ten
dollars a month on each of a number of bills amounts to considerably
more then the small monthly installment on a friendly cosh loan to pay
them all in full, You'll Pod it saves
you both time and money earl,
. so phone or come in
month
I-.

UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY

By Raeburn Van

ren

PKEERECT. eirr
I KINDA WANT 7
.
SEE HER FIRST/M.
I SORRY VOW
CAR,KEELEY

By Al Capp
AN'-ET cOSDICK DOES
GiT 'TH'CHAIR"-WILL
CHAIR"GT
TI-t' CHAIR ?-

The manufacture of matches is
cording to World Book Encyclopedia. and the average person . uses
14 matches a day

artteltAtate..LOAN,cORPORATION
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES RANK
506 Main Street : Murray
M. C. ELLIS, Mgr,
PHONE 1180
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WHY'
THE RED CROSS
NEEDS YOUR HELP
IN 1948
Report on 1947:
Miracles of mercy which never could
be done without your dollars •••

1 REMEMBER THE FLOODS? In 50-different floods, the
1 Red Croat saved countless lives by helping to evacuate
affected families, by sheltering, feeding, clothing, providing medical care and rehabilitation for thousands
of stricken people.

4') REMEMBER THE'FIRES? The Red Cross aided 161
L. times at tires in forests, hotels, tenements, homes. It
spent $1,254,000 bone fire alone to ease the suffering,re_gore health through hospital and medical care, provide
shelter, revive hope for the homelets families.
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el REMEMBER THE HURRICANE? Fifty-five wind storms,
s.1 required many millions of Red Cross dollars, all out. right gifts to afflicted families for the restoring of homes,
furni.hings, clothing, even the means of livelihood for
individuals made destitute by disaster.

A VETERANS HAD PROKEAtS. The birth of a baby,
death in the family, help needed to pay bills2,029:007 cases for veterans and their dependents were
handled by the Red Cram last year. For counsel, information,financiaWi&etraisod Cross advanced $6,441,983.
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VETERANS NEEDED CARE. In Veterans Adminikra••• tan offioes, the Red Cross served 1.095,832 cases involving chums, dependents, personal problems. Over
12,000 Red Cross hospital volunteers cheered veterans
with entertainment, companionship, instruction.
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C HOSPiTALS NEEDED HELP. 12.900 Nurse's Aides—EN
V volunteers— lightened nurses' work in civilian hospitals, clinics, public health agencies and Red Cross blood
donor 'centers. lied Crows Motor Service, too, made
,
66
(ss', • :s, carry mg coevals/mots, diowAor wow

IIII!EDY WERE CLOTHED. Ited tnasi volunteers
produced 2,480,600 garments, 84,500 layettes, and
quantities of surgical dreessings. The arta-lee were gratefully used in disaster areas, in community institutions,
in civilian, military and naval hospitals.

a THE SICK WERE CARED FOR. Red Croon instruction
1G1 in care of the sick, mother and baby care, and family
health brought vital protection to countless homes in
many communities. Over 2 million home nursing certificates have now been issued by the Red Cross.

CIOMEONE near you, someone dear to
0 you . . . perhaps you yourself. ..
will benefit in 1948 from the humanitarian
services of your American Red Cross.

There is no nobler aim of mankind than
this...the never-ending task of solacing,
healing, helping those in need.

KIST AID SAVED LIVES. Over 11 million Americans
0 have 144 n trnd in Red Cross emergency care, reducing immeasurably the terrible toll of accidents on our
" highways. Red Croup instruction in swimming and life
se% ing, too, prevented innumerable drowninga.

1n BLOOD SAVED UVES.Your Red Cross. brought the
ILB miracle of blood to many of those in need. Now..
new Red Cr,,, program is on the way—eventually to
make blood and Am derivatives available to all unith,,ut
cuss for the product.

• There is no investment that pays you
... as your conback so many times over.
tribution to the 1948 Red Cross Fund.
Again this year, be proud ... and
_grateful . to give what you can.
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It' Your Red Cross... Keep It Going
•
4
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This Advertisement Sponsored by Leading Firms Who Want Calloway to Reach Her Quota

•••
-•••••--

Longs Bakery
'Belk-Settle Co.
West Kentucky Electric Co.

Murray Livestock Co.

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.

Mtirray Fashion Shoppe

Littleton's

Outland Seed & Popcorn Co.

Corn-Austin

. Murray Hosiery Mills Co.

Hendon Service Station

Parker Seed Co.

Lerman's

Murray Hatchery

Murray Lumglk Co.

Adams Shoe *ore

Ryan Milk Co.

Furctles Jewelry Store
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.1111urraiLtdarble & Granite Works

Taylor Implement & Motor Co.
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